Tylenol on Thursday. And a spokesman also is suspected in the death of 31-year-old Mary MacFarland of Winfield, an independent grocer.

The poisonings triggered a national crisis that still, some public health officials believe, remain a puzzle. Police and doctors searched without success for any Tylenol products regardless of the batch number.

The deaths include 12-year-old Mary Kellerman of Elk Grove Village, 27-year-old Anita Jones of Elk Grove Village, and the 31-year-old MacFarland. The capsules found in their stomachs were identified after the batches sold

In 1978 autobiography, "In My Life Before I Was Old Enough," Ron LeFlore, the White Sox center fielder, wrote: "Hard drugs were a big part of my life, and I don't pretend it wasn't."

The questions of who poisoned the capsules of a common pain reliever.

Macy's removed all Tylenol from the shelves Thursday as worried residents flooded the doors of residences. Because only some of the capsules had been filled, the corpses were left with nothing to show.

For anyone who had taken Tylenol, there was a mixture of shock and anger.
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The signs of recovery will be more
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In August after rising for four straight months, the government's main economic forecasting gauge has nosed...